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Abstract: The energy sector is currently undergoing a rapid transformation with the integration of
power electronic converter (PEC)‐interfaced renewable energy sources (RES), such as wind and
solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, at both the transmission and distribution networks. Power system
stability has been significantly influenced by this power grid transformation. This paper
comprehensively reviews major power system stability issues affected due to large‐scale integration
of PEC‐interfaced RES in power grids, with some example case studies relevant for each stability
category. According to the review, stability issues are mainly originating from reduction in
synchronous inertia, reduction in reactive power reserve, low short‐circuit strength of the power
network, and fault ride‐through (FRT) strategy/capability of the PEC‐interfaced RES. Decrease in
synchronous inertia could affect both the rotor angle stability and the frequency stability, while
decrease in short‐circuit strength and reactive power reserve could cause voltage stability and rotor
angle stability issues in power networks. Sub‐synchronous control interactions are also receiving a
lot of attention by the power industry due to increasing oscillatory stability incidents reported in
power networks with PEC‐interfaced RES. FRT capabilities/strategies of PEC‐interfaced RES are
also playing a pivotal role in power grid stability due to its influence on active and reactive power,
hence more emphasis should be placed on FRT schemes of PEC‐interfaced RES, since future power
grids are expected to operate with 100% PEC‐interfaced generation sources. Stability improvement
strategies could be implemented to address multiple stability issues in PEC‐interfaced power
networks; however, rigorous stability studies are required to identify the optimal conditions to
implement these improvement strategies. Furthermore, ongoing structural changes in power grids
to accommodate remotely sited PEC‐interfaced RES are also influencing the stability of power grids.
Therefore, all these factors must be carefully considered by system operators when planning and
operating power grids in a secure and stable manner with high penetration levels of PEC‐interfaced
RES.
Keywords: fast frequency response (FFR); fault ride‐through (FRT); frequency stability; power‐
electronic converter (PEC); reactive power; renewable energy sources (RES); short‐circuit strength;
solar‐photovoltaic (PV); synchronous inertia; voltage stability; wind generation
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1. Introduction
Over the past two decades (2000–2019), 1200 GW of power electronic converter (PEC) interfaced
renewable energy sources (i.e., wind and solar‐PV) [1,2] were integrated to power grids around the
world, while making significant changes to power grid structure/architecture, operation and control
procedures [3]. Increased pressure to reduce green‐house gas emissions from power generation,
advancement of power electronic technology, increase in the energy demand, and depletion of fossil‐
fuel energy resources are the major catalysts for the rapid increase of the PEC‐interfaced renewable
energy sources (RES) in power grids [4,5]. Currently, many countries (e.g., Denmark, Ireland) and
regions (e.g., South Australia, Texas) are reporting very high instantaneous penetration levels of PEC‐
interfaced RES, and some cases penetration levels are even higher than 100% (penetration level is
defined based on the load demand of the region/ country and excess power will be exported to
neighboring regions and countries) during system operation [6]. However, some countries are
adopting more conservative approaches to dispatching PEC‐interfaced RES (non‐synchronous
generation) during system operation, by specifically considering stability boundaries in dispatch
algorithms. For example, EirGrid (Republic of Ireland system operator) is systematically increasing
their instantaneous PEC‐interfaced RES power penetration by thoroughly evaluating stability
boundaries in the Irish power grid.
Aforementioned, power system stability is one of the critical aspects in power system operation.
System operators always keep a track on system stability via supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems or using various real‐time monitoring tools based on synchrophasor technology
[7]. These stability tools continually monitor system voltages, frequency, rotor‐angles of synchronous
machines, and power transfer capability between certain regions of the network [7]. In addition, with
high penetration of PEC‐interfaced renewable power generation, various advanced indices have been
proposed and these indices are used by system operators to maintain power grid stability [8]. For
example, in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), the system operator is monitoring
synchronous inertia in real‐time and uses it as a critical indicator for frequency stability [9]. Moreover,
additional operational constraints are applied by power grid operators to ensure stability during high
renewable power penetration levels. For example, the Republic of Ireland grid operator, EirGrid, is
using the non‐synchronous generation, and operational limit for inertia as system operation
constraints [8,10]. Similarly, in South Australia, synchronous inertia levels are strictly maintained via
dispatch algorithms for secure and stable system operation [11]. These practical examples highlight
the importance of power system stability for power grids operating with high penetration levels of
PEC‐interfaced RES.
Furthermore, with the large‐scale integration of PEC‐interfaced renewable power generating
plants, power networks are undergoing significant structural changes. More specifically, high voltage
direct current (HVDC) links are constructed to transmit power generated from remotely sited wind
and solar‐PV plants to the AC network [12,13]. These structural changes have evolved into hybrid
AC/DC power grids, hence stability of the emerging hybrid AC/DC power grids is an important
aspect in regards to future power grids [14]. In addition, the distribution grid is also increasingly
adopting DC technology due to increased penetration of PEC‐interfaced small‐scale solar‐PV systems
and DC loads [15]. Therefore, these structural changes are also making significant changes in the
power system stability paradigm.
The aim of this paper is to critically review the impact on various stability aspects due to PEC‐
interfaced renewable power integration into power systems and to shed‐light on the future trends in
power system stability. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly outlines the major
stability issues affected by PEC‐interfaced renewables and changes resulted in the power system
dynamic timeframes due to PEC‐interfaced renewables. Rotor angle and small‐signal stability issues
are reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the impact on frequency stability with PEC‐interfaced
RES and also reviews various methods reported in the literature on frequency stability improvement
with PEC‐interfaced generation sources. Voltage stability issues with PEC‐interfaced generation are
exemplified in Section 5. Sub‐synchronous resonance and oscillatory stability issues are delineated in
Section 6. The PEC‐interfaced RES fault ride‐through (FRT) strategies and their influence on stability
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are discussed in Section 7. In Section 8 the stability issues of the emerging hybrid AC/DC power grids
are discussed with a classification on stability originating source. A discussion on future power grid
stability with high penetration levels of PEC interfaced RES is presented in Section 9. Conclusions of
the review are summarized in Section 10.
2. Stability Issues with PEC‐Interfaced Renewable Power Generation
Renewable power generation was in existence for more than 100 years, more specifically
synchronous generator‐based hydropower generation was in existence for more than 100 years. In
addition, induction generator‐based grid‐connected wind generation was in operation (i.e., fixed‐
speed wind farms) for more the 30 years, since the early stage of large‐scale wind power integration
[16]. However, with the advances in the PEC technology, PEC‐interfaced wind generators started to
emerge in power grids with solar‐PV systems while changing the traditional power system landscape
[3]. Since the PEC‐based generation sources are fundamentally different from the conventional
synchronous generator‐based sources it has affected the power system stability in many different
aspects. Figure 1 illustrates the different dynamic timescales associated with the PEC‐interfaced
generation (electro‐magnetic) and conventional generation (electro‐mechanical).

Figure 1. Differing power system dynamics in electromagnetic and electromechanical timescales.

The conventional power system dynamics (i.e., based on synchronous generator) are analyzed
in the time range of 10−2 to 103 s, while with the PEC‐interfaced RES the timeframe of dynamics even
have moved to the 10−6–10−4 s timescale due to the dynamics associated with the inverter switching.
Therefore, stability analytics have also moved to the microsecond timescale due to the complex
dynamics associated with the PEC‐interfaced renewables. The following stability issues are affected
with high penetration of PEC‐interfaced renewables in power grids;





Rotor angle stability/small‐signal stability
Voltage stability
Frequency stability
Sub‐synchronous interactions and oscillatory stability

Stability studies conducted with PEC‐interfaced RES can be broadly classified into three
categories as shown in Figure 2.
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Stability Studies with PECinterfaced Renewables

Stability Analysis and
Characterisation

Stability Enhancement
Strategies

Real-time Stability Monitoring
and Analysis

Figure 2. Categorization of stability studies conducted with power electronic converter (PEC)‐
interfaced renewables.

Stability analysis and characterization studies are imperative for power system planning
activities, while stability enhancement strategies also have a range of applications from power system
planning to enhancing system operation regimes. In the past decade, phasor measurement unit
(PMU)‐based online stability analysis methods and tools have emerged in power networks across the
world [12]. These online stability tools provide vital real‐time stability information to the system
operator to make prudent operation decisions to alleviate any potential stability threats in the power
grid.
Furthermore, it has been a widely known fact that the FRT capability of PEC‐interfaced
renewables significantly influence the power system stability. The 2006 Union for the Co‐ordination
of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) system blackout and 2016 South Australian blackout are two
prominent incidents that occurred in the past due to FRT capability issues of PEC‐interfaced wind
generation [17]. Therefore, FRT capability of RES is also discussed in this paper due to its significance
on power system stability. Moreover, stability issues are also originating from the architectural
changes in the power grid, such as hybrid AC/DC power grids. Therefore, stability issues emanating
from hybrid AC/DC power grids must be thoroughly studied and characterized to minimize the
impact on future power grids [14].
3. Rotor Angle and Small‐Signal Stability Issues
Rotor angle and small‐signal stability are mainly associated with synchronous generators in the
power grid. Prior to PEC‐interfaced renewable power integration to power grids, rotor‐angle stability
was considered as one of the critical stability aspects in power grids [18]. The large disturbance rotor
angle stability is commonly refers to as the “Transient Stability” and it is defined as the ability of the
synchronous generators to maintain synchronism following a large disturbance in the power network
[18]. Therefore, synchronous generator rotor angles are typically analyzed in transient stability
studies and critical clearing time is used as the main stability indicator. Typically, time‐domain
simulations are carried out to assess the rotor angle stability. Lack of synchronization torque in the
network would lead to non‐oscillatory rotor angle stability, while lack of damping torque would lead
to oscillatory rotor angle stability. The evolution of the synchronous generator rotor angle following
a disturbance in the power network is assessed using the swing equation:

M

d 2 (t)
d (t)
 Pm  Pe  D
2
dt
dt

(1)

where M is the inertia coefficient in MVAs2/rad, δ(t) is the power angle in rad, Pm is the mechanical
power input in MW, Pe is the electrical power output in MW, and D is the damping coefficient in
Nms. The mechanical power input, Pm, is typically considered to be constant during the first few
seconds of the disturbance, hence the main determining factor of the rotor angle stability is the
electrical power output, Pe of the synchronous generator. The inertia coefficient (M) and the damping
coefficient (D), are constants for a synchronous generator. Pe could be affected by the terminal voltage
magnitude, hence when the PEC‐interfaced RES is dominant, the trajectory of the terminal voltage is
primarily driven by PEC‐interfaced sources. In addition, since the rotor angle is measured relative to
the terminal voltage angle, the terminal voltage angle too has an influence on the rotor angle stability
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[19]. More specifically, with the reduction in synchronous inertia in the power grid the terminal
voltage angles drift significantly during disturbances, which could lead to rotor angle instability.
Small‐signal stability refers to ability of the system to maintain synchronism during small and
gradual changes in the power system [18]. Small‐signal stability studies are mostly conducted using
eigenvalue analysis after constructing the linearized state‐space model of the entire power grid as
represented in (2).

x  Ax  Bu
y  Cx

(2)

where, x is the state vector, A is the state‐matrix, B is the input matrix, Δu represents system inputs,
Δy represents system outputs, and C is the output matrix. Eigenvalues are determined from the
system state‐matrix (A). If an eigenvalue is in the right‐half plane (i.e., positive real value) of the
complex plane, it is considered as an unstable mode. As the state‐matrix A contains the states of the
PEC‐interfaced generators, they also influence the small‐signal stability of the power grid. In
addition, in some small‐signal stability studies time‐domain simulations are carried out after
subjecting the system to small perturbations (perturbations are generally equal or less than 10%).
The following sub‐sections review the literature reported on both the rotor angle/transient
stability and small‐signal stability with the PEC‐interfaced renewables.
3.1. Impact on Rotor Angle/Transient Stability
In general, the PEC‐interfaced generation is considered to improve the rotor angle stability of
the power grids due to the improved voltage support capability of the PEC‐interfaced generators.
For example, in early transient stability studies conducted with the doubly‐fed induction generator
(DFIG)‐based wind farms have highlighted the transient stability advantages of the DFIG wind farms
over conventional fixed‐speed wind generator technology when operated at voltage control mode
[20]. Also, it highlighted the critical role played by the crowbar protection scheme of the DFIG during
FRT process and its influence on the transient stability of the overall system. In [21], the authors
advocated that transient stability has significantly improved with the DFIG wind generation due to
improved reactive power support provided by the DFIG wind farms. Also, study has also shown the
influence of the voltage level (i.e., LV or HV) at which the wind farm is integrated to the power grid.
Therefore, high voltage connection of the wind farm is far better from the stability perspective since
the HV connection could provide improved voltage support.
A transient stability study conducted with the DFIG wind generation analyzed the influence of
inertia due to DFIG wind generation in the power system [22]. This study has systematically
evaluated the influence of inertia on transient stability of the power grid and concluded that DFIG
wind generation has both beneficial and detrimental impact on transient stability. In [23], the authors
made a similar conclusion, such that replacement of synchronous generators with DFIG wind farms
improved the transient stability in a number of analyzed scenarios, but in a one scenario it negatively
impacted on transient stability. Another rotor angle stability study conducted with the solar‐PV
generation also confirmed the effect of reduced inertia on transient stability [24]. In addition, study
has also made an observation on the effect of relative proximity of the solar‐PV farm to the fault
location.
Renewable power integration strategy (i.e., displacement of synchronous generators, operating
synchronous generation at reduced output to accommodate the additional wind generation) also
influences the transient stability. In [19], the authors analyzed how the renewable power integration
strategy could affect the transient stability with DFIG‐based wind generation. Study has further
shown that DFIG crowbar activation could have a detrimental impact on transient stability and
loading level, and also have some influence on transient stability. The rotor‐angle stability study
presented in [25], has concluded that terminal voltage control of wind generators assist the transient
stability by reducing the reactive power demand placed on the synchronous generators, and thereby
reduce the angular separation between synchronous machines and improves the transient stability
of the network.
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As the PEC‐interfaced RES have more flexibility in controlling active and reactive power, this
capability could be used to improve the transient stability [26,27]. By changing active power it could
influence the voltage angle while changing the reactive power it could help improve the voltage
magnitude and thereby improve the transient stability [27]. In [26], the authors augmented the torque
reference of the DFIG considering the frequency variation and changed the active power output of
the DFIG to improve the transient stability of nearby synchronous generators. In addition, non‐linear
control strategies, such as reinforcement learning, artificial neural networks, and predictive control
have also proposed for PEC‐interfaced generation to improve transient stability [28,29]. Some studies
have proposed to reconfigure the DFIG grid‐side converter (GSC) as a static‐synchronous
compensator (STATCOM) to improve the transient stability of the network [30,31].
During system operation, power system will be subjected to a range of renewable energy
scenarios and it is not realistic to analyze all these scenarios in transient stability studies. Therefore,
probabilistic studies are proposed for analyzing transient stability in renewable rich power networks
[32]. In addition, phasor measurement unit (PMU)‐based real‐time transient stability monitoring and
analysis schemes are also proposed [33,34] by researchers, and such methods are vital in mitigating
potential instability scenarios in real‐time due to uncertainties associated with renewable generation.
3.2. Impact on Small‐Signal Stability
As mentioned previously, the eigenvalue analysis is the main technique used in small‐signal
stability analysis, and the PEC‐interfaced renewables influence the state‐matrix of the system. The
work presented in [35] considered a system consisted of PEC‐interfaced generation sources, and
BESS, and concluded that the mix of technologies assist to maintain the small‐signal stability. In [22],
the authors analyzed the eigenvalue sensitivity to inertia with DFIG wind generation and have
identified the modes that are beneficially and detrimentally affected by wind generation. The
importance of considering various control loops of DFIG in small‐signal stability studies was
presented in [36]. The authors advocated that phase‐locked loop (PLL) dynamics and the rotor
current loop dynamics should be appropriately modelled in DFIG to perform a proper small‐signal
stability study [36].
Renewable power generation based on wind and solar sources are stochastic in nature, hence in
small‐signal stability studies it is imperative to consider the stochastic nature of the renewable power
generation. Several small‐signal stability studies have been done considering the stochastic nature of
wind generation. In [37], the authors did an analytical stochastic small‐signal stability study
considering the stochastic nature of wind generation. That study has shown that stochastic variation
of wind generation could lead to unstable conditions in the power network and the probability of
system becoming unstable could increase with wind penetration level.
3.3. Case Study—Transient and Small‐Signal Stability with DFIG Wind Generation
To illustrate the impact on transient and small‐signal stability with wind generation the 9‐bus
system (see Appendix A for the 9‐bus system model) was used in this case study [38]. In first scenario,
the generator, G2, was replaced with a DFIG wind farm with the same MVA capacity and is
generating the same active and reactive power. In the second scenario, G2 was replaced with a DFIG
wind farm with same MVA capacity and is generating the same active and reactive power. The rotor
angle variation following a 50‐ms three‐phase short‐circuit fault in line 5–7 is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Rotor angle stability with wind generation; (a) G3 rotor angle following the fault for
scenario‐1, (b) G2 rotor angle following the fault for scenario‐2. DFID—doubly‐fed induction
generator.

According to Figure 3, when the synchronous generator G2 is replaced by an equivalent capacity
DFIG wind farm, the synchronous generator G3 indicates large rotor‐angle oscillations (with an
oscillation frequency of 1.85 Hz) compared with synchronous generator‐only scenario. However,
when the generator G3 is replaced with an equivalent DFIG wind farm, the G2 rotor angle oscillations
dampened rapidly compared to the synchronous generator‐only scenario. A similar observation can
be seen from the Figure 4, which illustrates the system eigenvalues for the two wind integration
scenarios and synchronous generator scenario. According to the eigenvalue plot in Figure 4, when
the generator G2 is replaced by the DFIG wind generation, oscillatory modes move closer to the
imaginary axis, and when the G3 is replaced by the DFIG wind generation, oscillatory modes move
away from the imaginary axis indicating an improved oscillatory stability. Therefore, when the
synchronous generators are replaced with PEC‐interfaced DFIG wind farms, it had beneficial and
adverse effects on rotor angle stability and this conclusion is consistent with the conclusions
presented in [22].
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Figure 4. Eigenvalues for two wind integration scenarios and synchronous generator scenario.

4. Impact on Frequency Stability with PEC‐Interfaced Renewables
Frequency stability is closely associated with the rotor angle stability, since synchronous
generator rotor speed is synchronized with the system frequency. Therefore, any change in system
frequency is reflected on synchronous generator rotor speed. Frequency stability is associated with
the instantaneous balance of active power demand and generation in the power grid [39] and is
maintained through primary, secondary, and tertiary control responses [40]. Figure 5 shows the
different recovery stages of system frequency following generation‐demand imbalance in the
network.

Figure 5. Primary, secondary, and tertiary frequency control responses.

The primary response is composed of an initial inherent inertial (natural) response [41,42],
followed by a primary control action. As traditional synchronous generators are directly coupled
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(electromechanically) to the grid, upon a change in frequency, they are inherently able to deliver or
absorb kinetic energy to help stabilize the system frequency (via inertial or natural response). The
natural response/inertial response from a directly grid connected generator can be approximated as;

Pgen 

2Egen df
.
f0
dt

(3)

where Egen is the stored energy capacity of the generator in MWs, f0 is the system nominal frequency
in Hz, and df/dt represents the rate‐of‐change‐of‐frequency (RoCoF) in Hz/s during the disturbance.
All the synchronous machines provide this response during a disturbance and will assist the
frequency for a 0.5–1 s period. The primary control action, which follows the inertial response,
involves the linear (proportional) adjustment of the synchronous machine’s active power delivery
given a change in frequency, thereby helping to stabilize the system [43,44]. The primary response of
a synchronous generator is given by;

Pm ,i  
where Δ𝑃

,

1
f
Ri

(4)

is the change in turbine power output of the 𝑖

generating unit in MW,

is the droop

regulation constant, and Δ𝑓 is the frequency deviation from nominal frequency in Hz. Given a set of
generators 𝐺, then the total change in power generation within a system is the sum of the changes of
each generator as given by (5).

Ptot  iG Pm,i

(5)

However, the primary response does not return the frequency to its nominal value owing to the
use of proportional control. Secondary frequency control, also known as the automatic generation
control (AGC), follows the primary response to return the frequency to its nominal value via the
proportional‐integral (PI) control scheme. The time‐error correction of frequency is achieved through
alteration of the power reference settings of the synchronous generators to account for the change in
total power demand. For a multi‐area power system with a set of 𝒥 areas, AGC is used to control the
tie‐line power flows and frequency, such that

Ptot  ( PL  Ptie )  0

(6)

where 𝑃 is the total power generation in MW, 𝑃 is the total demand of the load in MW, and 𝑃
is the tie‐line power flow(s) in MW. Figure 6 illustrates a traditional AGC scheme.

fj,nom
fj,meas

∑

Δfj

βj

ΔPj
∑

Pj,tie

∑

αj,1

ΔPj,ref1

ΔPj,ref
ACEj

PI

αj,2

ΔPj,tie
αj,n

ΔPj,ref2
ΔPj,refn

Pj,tie ref
Figure 6. Secondary frequency control (AGC) scheme.

The tie‐line power flow 𝑃 , and local area frequency 𝑓 ,
is measured and compared with
, respectively) for each area 𝑗 ∈ 𝒥. The
their respective setpoints or nominal values 𝑃 , and 𝑓 ,
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frequency error signal ∆𝑓 is multiplied by the area frequency bias 𝛽 , which has units MW/Hz, to
produce ∆𝑃 , which represents the amount of active power generation (in MW) required to
compensate for the frequency deviation resulting from the active power imbalance within the area.
The area control error (ACE), 𝐴𝐶𝐸 is determined by adding the net tie‐line power interchange,
∆𝑃 . , and the change in generation ∆𝑃 namely;

ACE j  Pj ,tie   j f j

(7)

The ACE is the amount of change required in total area power generation to maintain the tie‐
line power flows and frequency at their scheduled values. To provide time‐error correction of
frequency a PI controller is used. The control output signal, ∆𝑃 .
is multiplied by the participation
𝛼 | 𝑘 ∈ 1, 𝑛 , which is typically based on the rating
factor 𝛼 of each generating unit, where 𝛼
of each respective machine. On the other hand, tertiary control responses refer to manual variations
in unit commitment [45].
Modern power systems contain increasing amounts of wind and solar‐PV generation, which
typically use PECs as an interface to the grid [46,47]. In contrast to traditional synchronous
generators, the power electronic interface effectively decouples renewable energy generators from
the power network dynamics and reduces the inertia of the system. Reduced system inertia leads to
faster frequency dynamics [48], which challenges the control of system frequency. The displacement
of conventional synchronous generation and introduction of the PEC‐interfaced generation with
different dynamics augments the power system’s modes of oscillation [49]. Additionally, renewable
energy generation is also stochastic, which introduces uncertainty and further challenges the system’s
frequency stability [50]. However, a large body of work is currently underway to provide solutions
to such challenges, which are covered below in further detail for both wind and solar‐PV systems.
The conventional fixed‐speed wind generators typically employ squirrel‐cage induction
generators and have a strong coupling between the rotor speed and the system frequency, allowing
them to provide the inertial response [42]. Modern wind generators are typically variable‐speed, such
as DFIGs and permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs), which employ PEC‐interface for
grid integration. Such generators are connected to the grid via power electronic interfaces, which
decouples them from the power system network dynamics [51]. For example, DFIGs operate to apply
a restraining torque to the rotor according to a predetermined curve, resulting in a control scheme,
which is not based on power system frequency, thus providing negligible amounts of inertia [52].
However, additional control loops can be implemented to allow the kinetic energy stored in the
turbine blades to be released into the network [53,54], which has formed a large body of recent
research. This synthetic response obtained from the PEC‐interfaced sources is commonly known by
several names, such as the synthetic inertia, the virtual inertia, the emulated inertia, and the fast
frequency response (FFR). There are three main methods reported in the literature to emulate inertial
response from the PEC‐interfaced RES; (1) based on frequency error (Δf) and also known as the droop
control, (2) based on the derivative of the frequency (df/dt) and also known as the inertia control, (3) based on
a fixed trajectory when the frequency exceeds a pre‐defined threshold [55].
Inertia control involves with imitating the behavior of the short‐term rotational energy storage
of wind generators by using the derivative of the system frequency (i.e., df/dt), hence the electro‐
magnetic torque reference given by [56];

Te ,ref  K OPT r2  H v ( s )m

(8)

where 𝑇 ,
is the desired electromagnetic torque, 𝐾
is the optimal power coefficient related to
the blade angle, 𝜔 is the DFIG rotor angular speed in rad/s, 𝐻 𝑠 is the virtual inertia, and 𝜔 is
the angular frequency of the grid in rad/s. In this case, the additional power supplied by the wind
generator is proportional to the derivative of the system frequency (i.e., df/dt). Such a control scheme
is termed inertia control. Single‐loop control schemes based on the RoCoF, and two‐loop control
schemes utilizing RoCoF and the frequency deviation, are used to provide inertia emulation [57].
Recent work has proposed an optimized power point tracking controller for variable‐speed
turbines, which shifts the operating point of the wind turbine from the maximum power point
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tracking to virtual inertia control, allowing for the release of kinetic energy and provision of dynamic
frequency support to the grid [58]. Additionally, multi‐objective virtual inertia control schemes have
been shown to improve the transient stability of interconnected power systems [59], by allowing wind
generators to share the accelerating energy with synchronous generators while providing
decelerating energy to reduce the rotor’s angle variation during the first swing period.
In droop control the torque setpoint is altered based on the frequency deviation ((i.e., Δf) from
the nominal value in a similar manner to synchronous generators [60,61]. When the droop control
(i.e., Δf strategy) is employed the emulated frequency response (ΔPwind), is given by;

 


sK d
Pwind  lim  f . 
 , pi _ min , pi _ max 
  (1  sTc )(1  sTd ) 


(9)

where, Kd is the controller gain, Tc and Td are lead and lag time constants in s, and Pi_min and Pi_max are
the limits of the controller. Furthermore, wind turbines can also be deloaded to shift the operating
point of the generator away from its maximum power point to provide active power reserve [54,62].
Upon a decline in frequency, the generator can provide active power to help stabilize the frequency.
The wind is inherently a stochastic resource, and consequently, this uncertainty can challenge
power system stability owing to fluctuations in the active power output of wind farms. Energy
storage has been proposed to support wind energy to reduce the effects associated with the wind
speed [63]. The combined control of DFIG‐based wind turbines and battery energy storage systems
(BESSs) has been proposed for microgrids [64]. In order to improve the system frequency regulation,
super‐capacitors/ultra‐capacitors are also proposed for PEC‐interfaced wind generators [65,66].
Additionally, a control scheme comprising inertia emulation and primary frequency response
capability has been shown to improve the grid’s frequency response by lowering the RoCoF and
ameliorating the frequency nadir [67]. Multi‐agent control has also been shown to be useful for
optimal load frequency control consisting of both synchronous generators and wind turbines [68]. In
the future, as more significant amounts of wind energy are connected to systems in a decentralized
manner, such control schemes will become increasingly necessary.
As wind and solar stochastic resources introduce uncertainty and again challenges system
frequency stability owing to fluctuations in active power output (and thus system frequency).
Coordinated control has been shown to effectively smooth such fluctuations in hybrid isolated
systems [69]. Energy storage systems (ESSs) can also be used to support solar PV systems [70]. A
unified control and power management scheme for hybrid microgrids containing PV and energy
storage has been utilized for grid‐connected and islanded modes of operation to regulate frequency
effectively [71]. Deloading of solar PV plants, in a similar way to wind turbines, allows for the
provision of FFR owing to the active power reserve [72]. Figure 7 summarizes the main methods
discussed for providing frequency response from wind and solar‐PV systems.

Figure 7. Predominant frequency control methods for wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) systems.

A Case Study—Frequency Stability with DFIG Wind Generation
In order to illustrate the influence of the PEC‐interfaced generation on the frequency stability, a
2‐bus system (see Appendix B for network model) was used in this case study. Three scenarios are
simulated in this study; (1) Synchronous generation, (2) G2 is replaced by a DFIG wind farm without
inertial response, (3) G2 is replaced by a DFIG wind farm with inertial response. Inertial response is
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based on the frequency error method presented in [73]. Figure 8 illustrates the system frequency
response following a 10% load addition (31.5 MW load at bus 8, t = 1 s) to the network.
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G2 Replaced by DFIG Wind Farm (without FFR)
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Figure 8. Frequency response with DFIG wind generation.

According to Figure 8 when the synchronous generator, G2 is replaced by a similar capacity
DFIG wind farm, the frequency nadir has reached 49.07 Hz, while it was 49.30 Hz when the 9‐bus
system has only synchronous generation. In addition, RoCoF has also increased when the DFIG wind
farm (without FFR) is connected to the grid. When the DFIG wind farm is equipped with the FFR
capability frequency nadir has improved to 49.18 Hz and RoCoF is also similar to the synchronous
generator scenario. However, it takes much longer for frequency to recover to the quasi steady‐state
frequency due to the energy recovery from the DFIG wind farm. In some cases, energy recovery could
result in a second frequency nadir, hence the energy recovery stage should be properly coordinated
within the wind farm.
5. Impact on Voltage Stability with PEC‐Interfaced Renewables
Voltage stability is defined as the ability of power network busbars to recover and maintain
steady‐state acceptable voltage levels after being subjected to a fault or multiple faults in the network
[18]. A number of early voltage stability studies conducted on actual power networks highlighted the
voltage stability benefits of PEC‐interfaced wind generation technologies over conventional wind
generation technologies (fixed‐speed wind generators) [74]. The voltage stability issues originating
from the PEC‐interfaced RES could occur mainly due to the shortage in the reactive power reserve
and low short‐circuit capacity in the network due to replacement of conventional synchronous
generators. The source reactive power, Qs(v) when it supplies a load connected via a transmission
line having reactance, XL, can be determined as follows;
2

 EV 
V2
2


(
)
Qs (v)  
P
v
  L 
XL
 XL 

(10)

where, E is the source voltage, V is the load voltage, and PL(v) is the load active power demand.
According to the voltage stability theory, the source reactive power should be able to fulfill the system
reactive power demand (i.e., load reactive power and system reactive power losses), hence if the
system is stable then the source reactive power curve and the system reactive power curves must
intersect with each other as shown in Figure 9a. However, only one solution is feasible under these
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circumstances, which corresponds to voltage, VS in Figure 9a. However, if the source reactive power,
Qs(v), is not sufficient to meet the load reactive power demand, QL(v), then there will not be an
intersecting point, hence voltage would collapse. This condition is illustrated in Figure 9b.
Trajectory of the
source reactive power
capability with RES

QL(v)

QS(v)

(b)

Voltage (V)

Figure 9. Representation of voltage stability as an equilibrium between source and load reactive
power; (a) Stable case, (b) System moving towards voltage instability.

The voltage stability, can be broadly classified as steady‐state and dynamic voltage stability.
Over the past two decades many research studies have been conducted on the impact of PEC
interfaced renewables on voltage stability, and they can be broadly classified into two types; (1)
Steady‐state voltage stability, (2) Dynamic voltage stability [18]. The dynamic voltage stability can be
broadly divided into two types; (1) Short‐term voltage stability (STVS) and (2) Long‐term voltage stability
(LTVS). In STVS studies, ability of busbars to recover back to steady acceptable voltage level within
short durations are considered (within 5–10 s timeframe). The LTVS is typically evaluated between
200–300 s timeframe. Therefore, the impact on steady‐state and dynamic voltage stability due to PEC
interfaced renewable generation are discussed separately in the following sub‐sections.
5.1. Steady‐State Voltage Stability
The steady‐state voltage stability is defined as the ability of the power network busbars to
maintain steady‐state voltage levels during small and gradual changes in the network. Usually,
steady‐state voltage stability is assessed via voltage sensitivity with active and reactive power. P‐V
curves, Q‐V curves, and modal analysis are used to assess voltage stability. In [75], the authors
analyzed the steady‐state voltage stability with wind generation using P‐V curves. The authors used
a time‐series load‐flow analysis technique to analyze various wind penetration scenarios and
analyzed the voltage stability margin (critical voltage point) obtained through the P‐V curves and
highlighted the importance of voltage control strategies implemented in wind farms [76]. The authors
in [76] argued that reactive power capability of PEC‐interfaced generation sources must be properly
coordinated to ensure voltage stability of the network, otherwise the system could operate closer to
the voltage stability margin if the PEC‐interfaced wind generators operate at maximum reactive
power. Another voltage stability study conducted using PV curves concluded that voltage stability
and system loadability could be improved with the increasing DFIG penetration [77]. In particular,
authors have highlighted the importance of utilizing the voltage control strategy in wind farms in
contrast to power factor control strategy.
Reactive power reserve is rapidly depleting in power networks due to displacement of
synchronous generators. In addition, as the PEC‐interfaced generation sources are integrated to
remote locations in the power network, system requires additional reactive power reserves to
maintain voltage levels within stipulated standards. Therefore, the VQ stability margin is more
imperative with PEC interfaced renewable power generation in power grids. In [78], the VQ stability
margin was used to assess the steady‐state voltage stability with wind (i.e., DFIG wind farms) and
solar‐PV generation. This study emphasized the importance of the reactive power control strategy
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and reactive power capability of the PEC‐interfaced source for maintaining voltage stability of the
network [78]. Due to the variability of renewable energy resources, power generation from wind and
solar‐PV generators likely to change, hence system stability could be viewed from a probabilistic
perspective rather than a deterministic viewpoint. Therefore, the authors in [79] presented a two‐
stage stochastic voltage stability assessment process for renewable rich power grids, considering the
uncertainties associated with wind power injections to the grid.
Steady‐state voltage stability outcomes have been used in various planning studies. For
example, in [80], the authors used steady‐state voltage stability results obtained via QV modal
analysis to integrate wind generation to a power network. Study concluded that if voltage‐controlled
PEC‐interfaced wind generators (e.g., DFIG and PMSG) are integrated to weak nodes in the network,
they could improve the VQ stability margin significantly compared to integrating them at strong
nodes in the network. The work presented in [81] proved that optimization of voltage control
resources at distribution network could achieve improved voltage stability in the transmission
network. In addition, a number of studies have reported the use of various additional reactive power
devices, such as STATCOMs and static VAr compensators (SVCs) to preserve voltage stability of the
network [82].
5.2. Dynamic Voltage Stability
Dynamic voltage stability is analyzed under‐large network disturbances, and it is also analyzed
in two time‐scales; (1) STVS time‐scale, and LTVS time‐scale. The STVS phenomenon is driven by
dynamic loads such as induction motors while the LTVS phenomenon is driven by on‐load tap‐
changing transformers and over‐excitation limiters in synchronous machines. The research studies
conducted on PEC‐interfaced renewables have highlighted the impact on both phenomena [83].
The early studies conducted on PEC‐interfaced variable‐speed wind generators concluded that
PEC‐interfaced wind generators could avoid STVS issues and the possibility of voltage collapse in
the network with the improved control functionalities offered by these generators [84]. Another study
conducted with PEC‐interfaced generation concluded that dynamic reactive power injection by PEC‐
interfaced wind turbines based on E.ON grid code provide better voltage support than power factor
control mode [85]. A large disturbance voltage stability study presented in [86] concluded that when
both the conventional synchronous and the PEC‐interfaced generation resources are dominant in a
region that could lead to adverse stability impact due to non‐complementary characteristics of both
technologies.
The LTVS study conducted with a DFIG‐based wind power generation has concluded that
reactive power capability of the GSC of the DFIG assist to improve LTVS of the power system [87].
Contrary to this, the STVS and LTVS study presented in [83] with DFIG‐based wind generation
concluded that DFIG wind generation could lead to reduced STVS and LTVS, since DFIGs do not
have overloading capability similar to conventional synchronous generators.
The LTVS study presented in [88] analyzed a number of factors influencing the LTVS of the
power system. These factors include, wind generator loading levels, proximity to load centers, and
wind integration options. The study concluded that when the synchronous generators sited in close
proximity to load centers are replaced by wind farms, they could give rise to a detrimental impact on
LTVS. A comprehensive LTVS study presented in [89] analyzed the various factors influencing the
LTVS in the context of large‐scale solar‐PV generation. These factors include inverter rating, current
limiting strategies, reactive power gain, solar‐irradiance, and temperature. The study showed that
large‐scale solar‐PV generation has both beneficial and adverse impacts on stressed power networks.
However, the enhanced reactive power controller proposed in the study could alleviate those adverse
impacts. Therefore, additional dynamic reactive power compensation devices may be required to
preserve the LTVS of the network.
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5.3. Real‐Time Voltage Stability Analysis
Various real‐time voltage stability analysis methods have emerged in the past decade to monitor
real‐time voltage stability in wind‐rich power grids [90]. Typically, PMU data channels are being
used for real‐time voltage stability monitoring and analysis [91,92]. Thevenin equivalent and
Lyapunov exponent are the most commonly used methods in real‐time voltage stability analysis [93].
In [90]. the authors used real‐time PMU measurements to assess the voltage stability, and have
concluded that wind farms located at remote locations could not provide the reactive power support
due to the high line impedance between the wind farm and the substation.
5.4. Case Study—Voltage Stability with DFIG Wind Generation
This sub‐section aims to demonstrate the impact of PEC‐interfaced wind generation on voltage
stability using the same 9‐bus system used in previous case studies. The Q‐V curve‐based method is
used in this case study to assess the voltage stability with three scenarios; (1) Synchronous generation
only, (2) G2 is replaced by a DFIG wind farm (voltage control mode), G2 is replaced by a DFIG wind farm
(power factor control mode). Figure 10 illustrates the Q‐V curves for bus‐8 under three scenarios for the
network.
400
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Figure 10. Q‐V curves of bus‐8 under three scenarios.

According to Figure 10, when the G2 is replaced with a similar capacity DFIG wind farm
operating at power factor control mode, the voltage instability point (e.g., dq/dv = 0) reached 0.62 pu
voltage with reactive power of −157 MVAr, indicating a deterioration in the static voltage stability
margin. However, when the DFIG wind farm is operating at voltage control mode, the voltage
instability point reached 0.54 pu with reactive power of −384 MVAr, indicating an improvement in
static voltage stability margin. Therefore, it confirms the fact that the operating mode of the wind
farm has some influence on the voltage stability of the power grid.
6. Sub‐Synchronous Interactions and Oscillatory Stability
Sub‐synchronous interactions (SSI) and oscillatory stability are another stability concern for
renewable rich power grids and these oscillations are typically monitored as either power or voltage
oscillations. In recent years such oscillatory stability issues were reported in Texas, USA and China,
and such incidents are likely to occur in the future under high penetration levels of PEC‐interfaced
renewables. The comprehensive classification presented in [94] classified the power system
oscillatory stability into two (2) main categories; (1) Low‐frequency oscillations, (2) Sub/Super‐
synchronous interactions/Resonance.
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Low frequency oscillations are occurring in the frequency range of 0.1 to 3 Hz, and these
oscillations can be divided into three categories; (1) Local machine system oscillations, (2) Interplant
oscillations, and (3) Inter‐area oscillations [94]. Usually, these issues are investigated using small‐signal
stability domain using eigenvalue analysis. Although some studies argued that the PEC‐interfaced
RES lead to reduced damping due to the decoupled nature of the mechanical dynamics of the PEC‐
interfaced wind energy conversion systems (WECSs) with the electrical dynamics due to the PEC
interface [49,95], majority of the studies have augmented the PEC controller to provide damping for
oscillations [96]. For example, in [97,98], authors have proposed a control scheme for the DFIG rotor‐
side converter (RSC) to damp the inter‐area oscillations.
Sub‐synchronous interactions originating from the PEC‐interfaced wind farms connected to
series compensated transmission lines received an enormous attention during the past decade due to
increased integration of PEC‐interfaced wind farms using long‐distance transmission corridors
[99,100]. Sub‐synchronous interactions/oscillations can be basically classified into three‐types; (1)
Sub‐synchronous resonance (SSR), (2) Sub‐synchronous torsional interaction, and (3) Sub‐synchronous
control interaction (SSCI). Typically, eigenvalue analysis and impedance‐based frequency scan
approaches are being used for SSCI studies. The SSI phenomena can be exemplified using Figure 11.
PEC-Interfaced
Wind Farm
Xw

XR
Rw

XT

RT

Xc

Grid

Figure 11. Wind farm connected to a series compensated line.

The resonance frequency (fr) associated with the wind farm connected to series compensated
transmission line can be determined as;

fr  f0

Xc
XW  X R  XT

(11)

where, f0, Xc, XW, XR, and XT denote nominal system frequency in Hz, reactance of the series
compensated capacitor in Ω, reactance at the wind farm in Ω, transformer reactance in Ω, and
transmission line reactance in Ω respectively. In conventional SSR phenomenon, this resonance
frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the drive‐train system of the generator, and that
can create undamped oscillations between the network and the drive‐train system. This conventional
phenomenon does not apply exactly for PEC‐interfaced RES due to the PEC interface between the
mechanical system and the electrical network. However, this phenomenon could occur under
multiple frequencies depending on the operating condition of the PEC‐interfaced RES and could
aggravate due to the PEC control scheme and this is typically classified as SSCI [101].
The SSCI is the phenomenon mostly relevant for PEC‐interfaced RES. SSCI issue associated with
the PEC‐interfaced generation source was first discovered from a DFIG wind farm connected to the
series compensated transmission line in Texas, USA [100]. In this event, the impedance between the
DFIG and series compensated line became zero negative for the sub‐synchronous oscillation, and
subsequently led to the resonance phenomenon. Since then a number of studies have been done to
characterize and mitigate the SSCI in PEC‐interfaced generation systems [86,87].
In [102], it was argued that SSCI has occurred not due to negative resistance but due to the
resonance between the generator and the network, and also revealed that low damped oscillatory
mode has a possibility of creating a SSCI between the network and the DFIG. Authors have further
mentioned that the controller gains could be tuned to damp this oscillatory mode [102]. A study
conducted in [103] showed the influence of the wind speed, RSC current controller gains, and
compensation level on SSR. SSR characterization study presented in [104] further confirmed the
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electrical resonance phenomenon between parasitic elements in the network and DFIG converter
controller influence on SSR. Moreover, another study also showed the fact that low wind speed and
the number of online DFIG wind generators adversely influence the SSR phenomenon. In [101], the
authors have proposed supplementary damping control schemes for both the RSC and the GSC to
damp the SSIs.
7. Influence of RES Fault Ride‐Through on Power System Stability
The stability of the power grid under high penetration levels of PEC‐interfaced generation
sources is also influenced by the FRT capability/strategy of the PEC‐interfaced sources, which
determines the RES’s ability to remain connected during network fault events and support the
network to recover once the fault is cleared [105].
Presence of PEC‐interfaced RES near to a load center allows the provision of ancillary services,
such as the supply of reactive power to improve voltage support during voltage sags originated from
faults in the network [106]. These services could be supplied by the FRT capability integrated with
PEC‐interfaced RES. Also, it would enable PEC‐interfaced RES to withstand voltage dips due to grid
faults. The FRT capability is mainly built into the PEC controller of the PEC‐interfaced RES as shown
in Figure 12. Moreover, additional devices are also proposed (e.g., braking chopper (BC) [107], fault‐
current limiter (FCL) [108]) for individual RES and RES clusters (e.g., wind and solar‐PV farms) at
their collector point to assist PEC‐interfaced renewables to ride‐through faults as shown in Figure 12.
Renewable Energy
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Power Electronic
Converter

Filter
PCC

Grid

~
Control Strategy
with FRT
Strategy
Additional
Devices
Additional
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Figure 12. Illustration of a PEC‐interfaced renewable energy sources (RES) with different fault ride‐
through (FRT) options.

The grid‐connected RES may act as a STATCOM during the fault, providing reactive power to
improve the voltage stability of the network [30,106]. Control system studies for STATCOM operation
are widely carried out in the published literature, such as DC‐link control in a WECS during a fault
[109], grid connectivity studies for WECSs and solar‐PV systems working as STATCOMs in day and
night times [110], and a PV‐STATCOM combination with power oscillation damping and partial PV‐
STATCOM mode during the recovery stage after a fault while increasing the power transfer capacity
of the line and the stability of the network [111]. Presence of PEC‐interfaced RES can improve the
stability of the network, if the installed PEC‐interfaced RES has enhanced FRT capabilities. The
review of FRT capability of WECSs and solar‐PV are presented in the next subsections.
7.1. FRT Strategies of PEC‐Interfaced WECSs
The use of different types of PEC‐interfaced WECS could affect the stability of the entire power
grid. Therefore, it is imperative that these WECSs are fault tolerant, hence should employ different
FRT strategies [105], which can assist with the recovery of the power system during a fault or at least
to ride‐through the fault while keeping the WECS connected. Many studies have been carried out to
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characterize the WECS behavior during power system faults, and it is determined that PEC‐interfaced
RES are vulnerable to disturbances, faults and low grid voltages [112].
Different FRT approaches proposed for PEC‐interfaced WECS can be categorized as passive
methods and active methods [105]. In passive methods, FRT schemes only ensure connectivity of the
PEC‐interfaced source during the disturbance, while in active methods, enhanced grid support
services are provided by the PEC‐interfaced source. One of the technological advances that is
currently taking place is the use of superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs). For example, SFCL
was proposed for DFIG based WECSs in [113,114], cooperative strategies between a SFCL and
superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) system were proposed in [115]. The bridge‐type
FCL was proposed in [116] for fixed‐speed wind generator. Besides, FRT strategies are also proposed
for PMSGs, either using resistive‐type SFCL [108] or modified SFCL [117]. These hardware solutions
provide improved response against voltage dips/sags during faults and also act as a protection
mechanism for the DC‐link when a voltage dip occurs in the network.
On the other hand, in addition to hardware solutions, there are also software solutions proposed
in the literature depending on the type of machine used for the WECS, such as control strategies for
both converters (RSC and GSC) in DFIG‐based wind turbines [118], where the RSC can convert the
power imbalance into kinetic energy of the wind turbine and the GSC introduces a compensation
term in order to smooth the DC‐link voltage fluctuations. Also, a hybrid controller that uses an ESS
and BC for FRT of PMSG was also proposed in [109]. Control strategies that could influence the
mechanical power of the machine are proposed for squirrel‐cage induction generator‐based fixed‐
speed wind generator [119]. Also, reference [120] presents a study of three types of controllers for
FSIG, the first type proposes a SFCL, the second type modifies the conventional pitch angle controller,
and the third type performs an adaptation of the wind turbine gearbox ratio.
As it can be seen, there are several solutions to tackle the FRT issue in WECSs, and they could
impact the design and operation of wind turbines to provide this FRT capability. In [121], researchers
investigated the impact of FRT on wind turbine design and operation with different generators, such
as DFIG, PMSG, squirrel‐cage induction generator, and wound field synchronous generator. As
mentioned previously, wind generators should be capable to ride‐through the fault without
disconnecting from the grid while providing reactive power during the fault and also should assist
to recover the power network [122]. The DC‐link should be controlled by controlling the active
power, while the GSC injects reactive current to the grid to assist the grid voltage recovery in order
to accelerate the recovery process [109]. This could be achieved with the use of external devices and
modified controller‐based methods [123], therefore the cost has become the main factor in selecting
the most suitable method.
An example of the DFIG wind generator FRT capability is shown in Figure 13, where the DFIG
wind generator experiences a voltage dip and its predictive control strategy [124] acts by reducing
the active power generation and increasing the reactive power (𝑄) output during the voltage dip.
Therefore, it assists to ride‐through the fault and at the same time it assists the recovery of the network
[125]. The voltage dip is experienced by the stator of the DFIG, hence it affects the stator flux and the
electro‐magnetic force induced at the rotor by the stator‐flux linkage as given by (12).
𝑒

𝑠𝑉 1

𝑝 𝑒

𝑉 1

𝑠 𝑒

𝑒

/

(12)

The technique used in Figure 13 is called the demagnetizing current control strategy [126], which
establishes that in order to control DFIG rotor currents during a three‐phase voltage dip, the new
reference currents besides the normal positive references (subscript “1”) must include a component
that cancels out the natural flux (subscript “n”) that is induced in the rotor due to the stator flux
linkage. The equation can be presented as 𝚤∗ 𝚤∗
𝚤∗ . The first term is the rotor current reference
and the second term corresponds to the natural flux and it must be canceled by introducing a current
opposite to this natural flux 𝚤∗
𝐾𝑑𝛹 .
Figure 13 shows a voltage dip of 40% of the nominal value (in Figure 13a), the active and reactive
power values during the voltage dip (𝑃 , 𝑄 ) in Figure 13b and the stator currents (in Figure 13c),
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which do not exceed their maximum values. It can be noticed that this strategy can inject reactive
power during the event to reduce the voltage dip.

Figure 13. DFIG FRT performance during a voltage dip using the demagnetizing current and
predictive control method; (a) stator voltage, (b) active and reactive power, (c) stator currents.

7.2. FRT Strategies of Solar‐PV Systems
Various strategies have been proposed for FRT capability improvement in solar‐PV systems.
Solar‐PV inverter can be controlled to inject reactive power when a voltage dip occurs in the network
[105]. To achieve this, it is necessary to control the amount of active power generated by the solar‐PV
inverter, hence, it will not generate over‐currents at the inverter or cause damage to the DC‐link
capacitor [127]. The proposed control systems must have fast dynamics and should be able to handle
all sequence components, while allowing control of the solar‐PV system under asymmetrical grid
faults [128].
The FRT capability can be achieved from power system circuit topology‐related strategies, which
presents a great complexity, and requires advanced control strategies, which are more feasible, but
have a limited effect. A classification of different FRT strategies and methods to improve FRT
capability of solar‐PV systems are presented in [105]. Strategies for FRT control includes the control
methodology for active and reactive power injection. The solar‐PV system presented in [127], uses an
extended Kalman filter‐based control strategy to perform the FRT operation while maintaining the
power quality parameters. With regard to voltage dips, solar‐PV systems must have low voltage ride‐
through (LVRT) capability in their control system. This functionality allows the solar‐PV system to
remain active during the fault. However, LVRT can be performed with blocking mode, in which the
system remains activated, but it won’t generate any active or reactive power. LVRT can be performed
with dynamic voltage support (DVS), which can improve the STVS by injecting reactive power
during the fault [129,130].
The absence of DVS could result in transient and voltage instabilities after the fault. The study
carried out in [129] showed the impact on solar‐PV systems having LVRT and DVS, in which 50% of
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the solar‐PV systems had LVRT and DVS capability. The results have shown that it could prevent
voltage instability. In [130], several case studies were carried out to evaluate the need for LVRT and
DVS, and also the impact of active current recovery rate and local/plant‐level voltage control on
voltage stability were investigated in the study. Results have shown that LVRT and DVS improve
system stability and also support the fault‐induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR).
During the normal operation, the PV system controls the active power based on the voltage at
the DC‐link (since the active power generation from the solar‐PV system increases the DC‐link
voltage), and the reactive power reference is defined by the reactive power support criteria [82]. It is
important to note that the nominal power of the inverter must be updated to avoid overcurrent, by
obtaining the modified nominal power (MNP) as given in (13) [110]. During the fault, the solar‐PV
system starts to inject the reactive power from the converter, according to the specifications stipulated
in the grid‐code of each country [91].

 1 
MNP    V   V   Sn
 Vn 

(13)

Figure 14 shows a simulation of a solar‐PV system during a voltage sag. Figure 14a shows the
behavior of the phase‐a voltage at the PCC after an occurrence of the fault, showing a 0.5 pu‐drop
between 0.1 s and 0.2 s. In the Figure 14b, the phase‐a current is shown, and it is possible to observe
the performance of the reactive current injection of the solar‐PV system, with the current obeying the
limit of 1 pu, as the system starts to inject the maximum available reactive current. The behavior of
the active and reactive power is shown in the Figure 14c; the yellow curve is the active power (P),
operating at 0.4 pu before the fault and 0 pu during the fault; the red curve is the reactive power, with
the injection of 0.5 pu during the fault, according to the limit established in (13).

Figure 14. Solar‐PV system injecting reactive power during a voltage sag; (a) voltage, (b) current, (c)
power.

8. Stability Issues of Emerging Hybrid AC/DC Power Grids
So far, this paper discussed the major stability issues affected by the PEC‐interfaced renewables
and one of the major factors that influences (i.e., FRT) the power system stability associated with the
PEC‐interfaced renewables. In addition to these stability issues there are ongoing structural changes
occurring in power grids to integrate PEC‐interfaced RES. For example, there is an increasing trend
to transmit energy from the remotely sited PEC‐interfaced RES (e.g., offshore wind farms), such as
wind and solar‐PV farms, to the AC power system via HVDC links. These HVDC links are connected
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to multi‐terminal converter stations to form a HVDC network alongside the AC network and
ultimately hybrid AC/DC power grids are formed as shown in Figure 15. These multi‐terminal
converters behave differently from the AC grid equipment, which result in power system stability
issues. This section discusses the stability issues in emerging hybrid AC/DC power grids.

Solar farm

Multi-Terminal
Converter-1

Multi-Terminal
Converter-2

AC Grid

DC Network

Wind farm

Multi-Terminal
Converter-3

Multi-Terminal
Converter-4

AC Grid

Figure 15. A four‐terminal hybrid AC/DC power network.

8.1. Stability Issues Caused by Power Electronic Converters
8.1.1. Harmonics and Resonance Issues
PECs typically contain filters and switching devices. The switching devices used in the switching
circuit (such as thyristors and insulated‐gate bipolar transistors (IGBT)) switch on and off at a high
frequency (mostly higher than 1 kHz). Thus, harmonics appear in a wide frequency range in the
network. Filters in converters can reduce harmonics at a particular frequency, but they cannot
eliminate harmonics in all frequencies. Therefore, the active and reactive power injected by the
voltage source converter (VSC) contains harmonics, which makes the injected currents non‐
sinusoidal [131]. Harmonics may affect other apparatus in the power system, increase power
transmission loss, and even result in a risk of fire [132]. Moreover, the LCL filter of the VSC can cause
harmonics at a resonance frequency [133,134], and the resonance may propagate to parallel connected
LCL‐filter based VSCs and ultimately lead to a risk of power system resonance [135].
In high voltage applications, such as the HVDC transmission network, modular multilevel
converters (MMCs) serve as the AC/DC interface. In an MMC, there are multiple submodules
connected in series in each phase. Each submodule contains a capacitor, and the capacitor voltage
balancing problem is critical in MMC operation [136,137]. The capacitor voltage of each submodule
should be equal; Otherwise, the power quality is reduced. Another potential issue with MMC is
circulating current [138]. The circulating current between MMC arms will distort the sinusoidal arm
current [139]. Thus, severe capacitor voltage unbalance and circulating current problems influence
the converter stability and eventually the power system stability. In addition, the semi‐conductor
devices used in PECs have strict overload constraints compared with the AC grid equipment, such
as synchronous generators and transformers. Thus, under severe faults, the PEC outages could occur
due to damage of power electronic switches or protection activation.
8.1.2. Converter Controller Driven Stability Issues
Although PECs possess control flexibility they require complex control systems. These complex
control systems also influence the power network stability. Reference [140] shown that the voltage
controller has an impact on the electromechanical oscillations of the system. The conventional DC
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voltage droop control method is the commonly used DC voltage control method in multi‐terminal
HVDC systems. The active power is determined as;
1
P  Pref 
Vdc  Vdcref 
(14)
K dc
where P, Pref, Kdc, Vdc, and Vdcref denote active power in pu, active power reference in pu, droop gain,
DC voltage in pu, and DC voltage reference in pu, respectively. Whereas, the droop control can lead
to converter overloading and a large DC voltage deviation [141]. The study presented in [142] has
shown that there are interactions between the AC voltage control and the DC voltage control,
especially under weak AC system and may cause resonance. Different reactive power control
methods are investigated in [143], and the results have shown that the reactive power variation with
the AC voltage margin control can adversely influence the power system oscillation damping. A PLL
is used in converters to realize the synchronization with the AC system. The PI regulator uses the
basic PLL structure, as shown in (15).

  0  k p vq  ki  vq dt

(15)

where ω and ω0 are angular speed and synchronous speed in rad/s, respectively. kp and ki are the
proportional and integral parameters of the PI regulator. Vq is the q‐axis voltage at the point of
common coupling (PCC). The performance of the PLL is related to the grid impedance and may cause
harmonic resonance or even instability [144,145]. Reference [146] analyzed the effect of automatic
voltage regulators (AVRs) used in the offshore wind power plants on power oscillation damping.
The DC bus voltage performance of the four‐terminal hybrid AC/DC grid shown in Figure 15
under two control schemes (i.e., master‐slave control and distributed control) during a PEC‐2 outage
is illustrated in Figure 16a) demonstrates that under master‐slave control scheme, the DC voltage
becomes unstable after converter outage. Although the system can reach a new equilibrium after
converter outage with the distributed control scheme (in Figure 16b), there is a large overshoot on
each DC busbar and may lead to further stability issues.
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Figure 16. DC bus voltage performances under converter outage with different control schemes.

8.1.3. Protection Driven Stability Issues
The protection of hybrid AC/DC power system is different from the AC power system, which
introduces further stability issues. In AC power grid, the fault section can be disconnected at the zero‐
crossing point; while in DC network, there is no zero‐crossing point. Therefore, a DC breaker is
required with a DC reactor to reduce the rate of change of fault current. However, as pointed out in
[147], a large DC reactor can affect the electrical distance between converters and affect the HVDC
network stability. Moreover, in some fault cases, even the IGBT switches are blocked, their
antiparallel diode can still influence the system power flow [148]. The research investigation
presented in [149] has shown that with the increase of VSC‐interfaced generation, the FRT of VSC‐
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HVDC and post‐FRT performance will be improved. Neglecting converter losses, the AC and DC
side interactions can be represented as;
P  PFRT
I dc  C
(16)
2Vdc
where Idc and Vdc are current in A, and pole‐to ground voltage on DC‐side in kV, respectively. PC is
the AC power in MW. PFRT is the power consumption of the dynamic breaking resistor during the
fault in MW, which is related to regulators of VSC [149].
8.2. Stability Issues Caused with RES
Aforementioned, hybrid AC/DC power networks are usually designed to transmit renewable
energy (e.g., solar energy and wind energy). However, the power generated by RES is dependent on
weather conditions (i.e., the intensity of the solar‐irradiance and wind speed). Thus, the power supply
is fluctuating and difficult to predict. As a result, the power imbalance between generators and loads
leads to frequency fluctuations in the AC network, which may threaten the power network stability
[150,151].
Large frequency variations and high RoCoF could occur after disturbances in hybrid AC/DC
power grids due to lack of natural response from PEC‐interfaced renewables [152,153]. Moreover, the
frequency deviation of different AC network regions can have different trends, which could result in
more challenges to frequency regulation [153]. Similarly, in the DC sub‐grid of the hybrid AC/DC
power network, the power imbalance will result in fast and large DC voltage fluctuations [154]. Table
1 summarizes the stability issues and their causes in hybrid AC/DC power grids.
Table 1. Summary of stability issues and causes in hybrid AC/DC power grids.

Origin

Power electronic
converter

Renewable energy
source

Issues and Causes
High‐frequency harmonics are caused by
switching
Converter
Resonance is caused by filter
hardware
Capacitor voltage balancing and circulating
current of MMC
Overloading and disturbance are caused by
converter voltage controller
Converter
software
Resonance is caused by PLL
Oscillations are caused by AVR
Oscillations are caused by the DC breaker
Network
Undesired power flow in antiparallel diode
protection
Effects of FRT action
Frequency fluctuations are caused by randomness of RES
Frequency and DC voltage variations are caused by low
inertia of RES

References
[131,132]
[107–109]
[110–113]
[140,143]
[118,119]
[146]
[147]
[148]
[149]
[150,151]
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9. Discussion—Towards 100% PEC‐Interfaced RES Future
According to the review, power system stability has affected both positively and negatively by
integration of PEC‐interfaced renewable power generation. In summary, the key influencing factors
for each stability category can be summarized as presented in Figure 17.
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Stability Category

Influencing Factors

Rotor Angle and SmallSignal Stability

 System inertia reduction
 Changes in synchronising and
damping torques
 Displacement of synchronous
machines providing damping (PSS)
and reactive power support
 Fault ride-through capability of
PEC
 PEC control strategy

Voltage Stability

 Reduction in reactive power reserve
 Low short-circuit strength
 PEC control strategy (constant
power factor or voltage control)
 Fault ride-through strategy of PEC

Frequency Stability

 System inertia reduction
 Reduction in primary response
 Fault ride-through strategy of PEC

Sub-synchronous resonance
and oscillatory stability

 Poorly tuned PEC control schemes
 Parasitic elements in network
(series compensation)
 Low short-circuit strength at
remotely sited PEC-interfaced RES

Power System Stability with
PEC-interfaced Renewables

Figure 17. The key influencing factors of main stability categories with PEC‐interfaced renewable
generation.

According to Figure 17, decrease in system inertia, reduction in reactive power reserve, PEC FRT
capability/strategy, and system short‐circuit strength [17] are playing key roles in affecting stability
of the PEC‐interfaced renewable rich power grids. Since power grids are gradually moving towards
100% renewable energy‐based power grids, significantly high penetration levels of PEC‐interfaced
renewables are expected to be operating in power grids in future. In particular, existing fossil fuel‐
based power grids are likely to be operated with 100% PEC‐interfaced RES in future, while the power
grids having traditional hydropower plants will also have significant penetration levels of PEC‐
interfaced generation sources in the future. Therefore, considering these facts, it is essential to pay
more attention on improving power grid stability with PEC‐interfaced renewables.
In 100% PEC‐interfaced power grids, the inverter capability is of paramount importance.
Therefore, it is essential to conduct further studies on power system stability with various penetration
levels of inverter‐based technologies (i.e., grid‐following and grid‐forming inverters). For example,
to operate a 100% PEC‐interfaced power grid, the grid‐forming type inverters are required, therefore
future stability studies should explicitly consider both the grid‐forming and grid following type
inverters for power grids.
The FRT capability of PEC is also an important factor when operating power grids with 100%
PEC‐interfaced renewable power generation. The FRT capability ensures the PEC‐interfaced
generation are connected to the power grid during network faults. Sometimes, power networks could
be subjected to multiple faults, hence it is important to ensure PEC‐interfaced generator units remain
connected during multiple faults. Also, it is important to ramp‐up the generation following the
clearance of the fault. These aspects must be thoroughly studied in order to ensure stability of 100%
PEC‐interfaced power grids. Also, other than connectivity of the PEC‐interfaced source during the
fault, more FRT requirements must be defined for active and reactive power response following fault
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clearance, etc. Enhanced FRT schemes could improve the power system stability as shown in Figure
18.
Improved Active Power
Response

Improved Frequency and
Rotor Angle Stability

Improved Reactive Power
Response

Improved Voltage and
Rotor Angle Stability

PEC-Interfaced RES FRT
Strategy

Figure 18. Influence of the fault ride‐through strategy on stability.

As shown in Figure 18, improved active power response following fault clearance could improve
the frequency and rotor‐angle stability as it could lower the power imbalance in the network during
the post‐fault period, while the improved reactive power response could improve the voltage and
rotor‐angle stability as it could improve the network voltage recovery during the post‐fault period.
Power grid architecture is also undergoing a rapid transformation. As some power grids are
rapidly evolving into a decentralized generation portfolio (e.g., small‐scale rooftop solar‐PV), hence
it is essential to analyze power grid stability with high penetration of small‐scale PEC‐interfaced
generation units in power grids. In addition, a large‐scale multi‐terminal direct current (MTDC)
power grid is being built in parallel to the traditional AC power grid to transmit the renewable energy
generated from the offshore and remote locations in the power grid. These emerging hybrid AC/DC
power grids are posing new stability challenges, such as resonance and oscillatory stability issues.
Therefore, since power grids are transforming to hybrid AC/DC power grids, advanced stability
studies are required to characterize and understand the stability of these emerging power grid
architectures.
10. Conclusions
During the past two decades, PEC‐interfaced RES have significantly influenced the power
system stability landscape, which is apparent from the various incidents happened in power
networks across the world and stability studies conducted with the PEC‐interfaced RES. This review
has identified that several influencing factors (reduction in synchronous inertia, reduction in dynamic
reactive power reserve, low short‐circuit strength, and FRT capability) could affect multiple stability
categories in power networks. Therefore, system operators should implement stability improvement
strategies in a coordinated manner, such that the impact of key influencing factors could be mitigated,
hence, overall system stability of the power network could be improved. FRT strategy/capability of
PEC‐interfaced RES is one of the major influencing factors for stability, by stipulating advanced
capabilities for PEC‐interfaced RES, such as active and reactive power recovery profiles following
faults, multiple stability issues could be dramatically improved. This is particularly important, since
many power networks are currently investigating the feasibility of operating power grids with 100%
PEC‐interfaced RES. Finally, power system operators must also consider the emerging structural
changes in the power grid when investigating stability issues for future power grids by detailed
modelling of PEC systems (e.g., multi‐terminal converters) in stability simulations.
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Figure A1. Nine (9) bus system network model.
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Figure A2. Two (2) bus system network model.
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